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Libri di testo in adozione: 

Bianchi C., Foster J.,Andrew R.,Snelling R, Both Sides, Ed. Cambridge 
Iandelli, Walenn, Morris, Grammar Evolution, Ed. Eli 

 

Grammar: 

Subject pronouns,  

to be,  

possessive adjectives and pronouns,  

possessive 's and double genitive articles, 

demonstratives,  

days, months, the time, prepositions of time,  

food and drinks,  

countable and uncountable nouns,  

numbers,  

free time,  

can,  

present simple questions, subject questions,  

frequency adverbs and expressions,  

present simple, present continuous,  

go with ing form, verbs of preference,  

zero article, irregular plural,  

preferences with ing form, 

 quotes, quantifiers, excessive, insufficient quantities,  

past simple of to be, past simple regular and irregular verbs,  

past continuous,  

It takes…, 

comparative adjectives, less with adjectives,  

presentation and comparison, equality and inequality: as...as,  
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superlative,  

composed adjectives, the least +adjectives,  

so, such,  

should for advices,  

modal verbs: should, must, have to, need,  

future intentions: be going to,  

future offers: will/ shall,  

future predictions: will; may, might,  

zero conditional, first conditional,  

present perfect with how long, for and since,  

both...and, either...or, neither...or,  

adverbs of manner,  

infinitive of purpose,  

adjectives with ed and ing,  

present and past passive. 

 

Functions:  

Listening activities and interaction,  

emphasising in interaction,  

requesting and giving directions,  

keeping in touch,  

presentation about your free time,  

functions related to vocabulary. 

 

Vocabulary:  

English and American words,  

tips and link words,  

real english,  

idioms with to have,  

vocabulary extension about personality,  

phrasal verbs,  

habits,  

entertainment,  

nutrition,  

eating out,  

health,  

clothes,  

accessories,  

trips and travel,  

public transport, 

future transporters,  

weather forecast,  

express feelings,  

job,  

environmental change,  

nature,  

sport and free time activities,  

body and health,  



places,  

house and buildings,  

the natural world,  

on the road. 

 

Reading and writing: 

"In Space",  

"What makes us happy", reading strategies, 

"Darts history",  

"Health matters", 

"How we shop", 

“London underground and car culture in USA”,  

"What's your star sign?", 

”The happiest people",  

"Department notice", 

"The school with no rules", 

"Coco Chanel",  

"British women at work",  

"Our earth",  

"Submarine trip",  

"Pushing the limits",  

"Urban or rural",  

"Why learn a language ?",  

 "A brief history of communication". 

 

Writing an informal letter,  

writing a social media profile,  

writing a biography,  

presentation about our impact on the Earth, 

a review,  

giving your news. 

 

Grammar book/LIM/ various links: 

Revisione e approfondimenti di strutture grammaticali, funzioni linguistiche e lessico. 

 

Conversation activities:  

Pronounce,  

speaking about topics introduced through readings,  

preferences,  

past situations, 

future plans,  

possibilities. 

 

Educazione civica: 

Peace, justice and strong institutions  
Use of the smartphone. Group work. Contribute and cooperate with other. 

 

Orientamento:  



Top tips for exam success.  

Debate: "Exam success predicts life 

success",  

Strategy to be successful at school,  

How should students learn,  

Traditional and online lesson,  

The world of work,  

Be self confident and improve yourself, 
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